Routing protocols for disruption-tolerant networks (DTNs) use a variety of mechanisms, including discovering the meeting probabilities among nodes, packet replication, and network coding. The primary focus of these mechanisms is to increase the likelihood of finding a path with limited information, and so these approaches have only an incidental effect on routing such metrics as maximum or average delivery delay. In this paper, we present rapid, an intentional DTN routing protocol that can optimize a specific routing metric such as the worst-case delivery delay or the fraction of packets that are delivered within a deadline. The key insight is to treat DTN routing as a resource allocation problem that translates the routing metric into per-packet utilities which determine how packets should be replicated in the system.
INTRODUCTION
Disruption-tolerant networks (DTNs) enable transfer of data when mobile nodes are connected only intermittently. Applications of DTNs include large-scale disaster recovery networks, sensor networks for ecological monitoring [36] , ocean sensor networks [28, 24] , vehicular networks [26, 6] , and projects such as TIER [2] , Digital Study Hall [15] , and One Laptop Per Child [1] to benefit developing nations. Intermittent connectivity can be a result of mobility, power management, wireless range, sparsity, or malicious attacks.
The inherent uncertainty about network conditions makes routing in DTNs a challenging problem.
The primary focus of many existing DTN routing protocols is to increase the likelihood of finding a path with extremely limited information. To discover such a path, a variety of mechanisms are used including estimating node meeting probabilities, packet replication, network coding, placement of stationary waypoint stores, and leveraging prior knowledge of mobility patterns. Unfortunately, the burden of finding even one path is so great that existing approaches have only an incidental rather than an intentional effect on such routing metrics as worst-case delivery latency, average delay, or percentage of packets delivered. This disconnect between application needs and routing protocols hinders deployment of DTN applications. Currently, it is difficult to drive the routing layer of a DTN by specifying priorities, deadlines, or cost constraints. For example, a simple news and information application is better served by maximizing the number of news stories delivered before they are outdated, rather than maximizing the number of stories eventually delivered.
In this paper, we present a resource allocation protocol for intentional DTN (rapid) routing, which we designed to explicitly optimize an administrator-specified routing metric. rapid routes a packet by opportunistically replicating it until a copy reaches the destination. rapid translates the routing metric to per-packet utilities that determine at every transfer opportunity if the marginal utility of replicating a packet justifies the resources used.
rapid loosely tracks network resources through a control plane to assimilate a local view of global network state. To this end, rapid uses an in-band control channel to exchange network state information among nodes using a fraction of the available bandwidth. rapid's control channel builds on insights from previous work, e.g., Jain et al. [19] suggest that DTN routing protocols that use more knowledge of network conditions perform better, and Burgess et al. [6] show that flooding acknowledgments improves delivery rates by removing useless packets from the network. rapid nodes use the control channel to exchange additional metadata that includes the number and location of replicas of a packet and the average size of past transfers. Even though this information is delayed and inaccurate, the mechanisms in rapid's control plane combined with its utility-driven replication algorithms significantly improve routing performance compared to existing approaches.
We have built and deployed rapid on a vehicular DTN testbed, DieselNet [6] , that consists of 40 buses covering a 150 square-mile area around Amherst, MA. Each bus carries 802.11b radios and a moderately resourceful computer, and the buses intermittently connect as they pass one another. We collected 58 days of performance traces of the rapid deployment. To our knowledge, this is the first paper to report on a DTN routing protocol deployed at this scale. Similar testbeds have deployed only flooding as a method of packet propagation [36] . We also conduct a simulationbased evaluation using real traces to stress-test and compare various protocols. To ensure a fair comparison to other DTN protocols (that we did not deploy), we collected traces of the bus-to-bus meeting duration and bandwidth during the 58 days. We then constructed a trace-driven simulation of rapid, and we show that the simulator provides performance results that are are within 1% of the real measurements with 95% confidence. We use this simulator to compare rapid to four existing routing protocols [23, 31, 6] and random routing. We also compare the protocols using synthetic mobility models.
To show the generality of rapid, we evaluate three separate routing metrics: minimizing average delay, minimizing worst-case delay, and maximizing the number of packets delivered before a deadline. Our experiments using tracedriven and synthetic mobility scenarios show that rapid significantly outperforms four other routing protocols. For example, in trace-driven experiments under moderate-to-high loads, rapid outperforms the second-best protocol by about 20% for all three metrics, while also delivering 15% more packets for the first two metrics. With a priori mobility information and moderate-to-high loads, rapid outperforms random replication by about 50% for all metrics while delivering 40% more packets. We also compare rapid to an optimal protocol and show empirically that rapid performs within 10% of optimal for low loads. All experiments include the cost of rapid's control channel.
In sum, we demonstrate the feasibility of an intentional routing approach for DTNs. Our contributions include the following.
• A utility-driven DTN routing protocol, rapid, instantiated with three different routing metrics: minimizing average delay, minimizing maximum delay, and minimizing the number of packets that miss a deadline (Sections 3 and 4).
• Deployment and evaluation of rapid on a vehicular testbed to show performance in real scenarios and to validate our trace-driven simulator (Section 5).
• Comprehensive experiments using a 58-day trace that
show that rapid not only outperforms four other protocols for each routing metric, but also consistently delivers a larger fraction of packets (Section 6).
• Hardness results to substantiate rapid's heuristic approach, which prove that online algorithms without complete future knowledge and with unlimited computational power, or computationally limited algorithms with complete future knowledge, can be arbitrarily far from optimal (Section 3 and Appendix).
RELATED WORK

Replication versus Forwarding.
We classify related existing DTN routing protocols as those that replicate packets and those that forward only a single copy. Epidemic routing protocols replicate packets at transfer opportunities hoping to find a path to a destination. However, naive flooding wastes resources and can severely degrade performance. Proposed protocols attempt to limit replication or otherwise clear useless packets in various ways: (i) using historic meeting information [12, 7, 6, 23] ; (ii) removing useless packets using acknowledgments of delivered data [6] ; (iii) using probabilistic mobility information to infer delivery [30] ; (iv) replicating packets with a small probability [35] ; (v) using network coding [34] and coding with redundancy [18] ; and (vi) bounding the number of replicas of a packet [31, 30, 25] .
In contrast, forwarding routing protocols maintain at most one copy of a packet in the network [19, 20, 33] . Jain et al. [19] propose a forwarding algorithm to minimize the average delay of packet delivery using oracles with varying degrees of future knowledge. Our deployment experience suggests that, even for a scheduled bus service, implementing the simplest oracle is difficult; connection opportunities are affected by many factors in practice including weather, radio interference, and system failure. Furthermore, we present formal hardness results and empirical results to quantify the impact of not having complete knowledge.
Jones et al. [20] propose a link-state protocol based on epidemic propagation to disseminate global knowledge, but use a single path to forward a packet. Shah et al. [29] and Spyropoulos et al. [33] present an analytical framework for the forwarding-only case assuming a grid-based mobility model. They subsequently extend the model and propose a replication-based protocol, Spray and Wait [31] . The consensus appears to be [31] that replicating packets can improve performance (and security [5] ) over just forwarding, but risk degrading performance when resources are limited.
Incidental versus Intentional.
Our position is that most existing schemes only have an incidental effect on desired performance metrics, including commonly evaluated metrics such as average delay or delivery probability. Their theoretical intractability in general makes the effect of a particular protocol design decision on the performance of a given resource constrained network scenario unclear. For example, several existing DTN routing algorithms [31, 30, 25, 6] route packets using the number of replicas as the heuristic, but the effect of replication varies with different routing metrics. Spray and Wait [31] routes to reduce delay metric, but it does not take into account bandwidth or storage constraints. In contrast, routing in rapid is intentional with respect to a given performance metric. rapid explicitly calculates the effect of replication on the routing metric while accounting for resource constraints.
Resource Constraints.
rapid also differs from most previous work in its assumptions regarding resource constraints, routing policy, and mo- [23, 12, 7, 30] analyze the case where storage at nodes is limited, but bandwidth is unlimited (P3). This scenario may happen when the radios used and the duration of contacts allow transmission of more data than can be stored by the node. However, we find this scenario to be uncommon -typically storage is inexpensive and energy efficient. Trends suggest that high bitrate radios will remain more expensive and energy-intensive than storage [13] . We describe how the basic rapid protocol can be naturally extended to accommodate storage constraints. Finally, for mobile DTNs, and especially vehicular DTNs, transfer opportunities are short-lived [17, 6] .
We were unable to find other protocols in P5 except MaxProp [6] that assume limited storage and bandwidth. However, it is unclear how to optimize a specific routing metric using MaxProp, so we categorize it as an incidental routing protocol. Our experiments indicate that rapid significantly outperforms MaxProp for each metric that we evaluate.
Some theoretical works [37, 32, 30] derive closed-form expressions for average delay and number of replicas in the system as a function of the number of nodes and mobility patterns. Although these analyses contributed to important insights in the design of rapid, their assumptions about mobility patterns or unlimited resources were, in our experience, too restrictive to be applicable to practical settings.
THE RAPID PROTOCOL
System model
We model a DTN as a set of mobile nodes. Two nodes transfer data packets to each other when within communication range. During a transfer, the sender replicates packets while retaining a copy. A node can deliver packets to a destination node directly or via intermediate nodes, but packets may not be fragmented. There is limited storage and transfer bandwidth available to nodes. Destination nodes are assumed to have sufficient capacity to store delivered packets, so only storage for in-transit data is limited. Node meetings are assumed to be short-lived.
Formally, a DTN consists of a node meeting schedule and a workload. The node meeting schedule is a directed multigraph G = (V, E), where V and E represent the set of nodes and edges, respectively. Each directed edge e between two nodes represents a meeting between them, and it is annotated with a tuple (te, se), where t is the time of the meeting and s is the size of the transfer opportunity. The workload is a set of packets P = {(u1, v1, s1, t1), (u2, v2, s2, t2), . . .}, where the ith tuple represents the source, destination, size, and time of creation (at the source), respectively, of packet i. The goal of a DTN routing algorithm is to deliver all packets using a feasible schedule of packet transfers, where feasible means that the total size of packets transfered during each opportunity is less than the size of the opportunity, always respecting storage constraints.
In comparison to Jain et al. [19] who model link properties as continuous functions of time, our model assumes discrete short-lived transfers; this makes the problem analytically more tractable and characterizes many practical DTNs well.
The case for a heuristic approach
Two fundamental reasons make the case for a heuristic approach to DTN routing. First, the inherent uncertainty of DTN environments rules out provably efficient online routing algorithms. Second, computing optimal solutions is hard even with complete knowledge about the environment. Both hardness results formalized below hold even for unit-sized packets and unit-sized transfer opportunities and assume no storage restriction. Theorem 1. Let ALG be a deterministic online DTN routing algorithm with unlimited computational power.
• (a) If ALG has complete knowledge of a workload of n packets, but not of the schedule of node meetings, then it is Ω(n)-competitive with an offline adversary with respect to the fraction of packets delivered.
• (b) If ALG has complete knowledge of the meeting schedule, but not of the packet workload, then it can deliver at most a third of packets compared to an optimal offline adversary.
Theorem 2. Given complete knowledge of node meetings and the packet workload a priori, computing a routing schedule that is optimal with respect to the number of packets delivered is NP-hard with an Ω( p (n)) lower bound on approximability.
Random variable that determines the remaining time to deliver i A(i)
Expected remaining time = E[a(i)] MXZ Random variable that determines intermeeting time between nodes X and Z Table 2 : List of commonly used variables.
The proofs are outlined in the appendix and formal proofs are presented in a technical report [3] . The hardness results naturally extend to the average delay metric for both the online as well as computationally limited algorithms. Finally, traditional optimization frameworks for routing [14] and congestion control [21] based on fluid models appear difficult to extend to DTNs due to the inherently high feedback delay, uncertainty about network conditions, and the discrete nature of transfer opportunities that are more suited for transferring large "bundles" rather than small packets.
RAPID design
rapid models DTN routing as a utility-driven resource allocation problem. A packet is routed by replicating it until a copy reaches the destination. The key question is: given limited bandwidth, how should packets be replicated in the network so as to optimize a specified routing metric? rapid derives a per-packet utility function from the routing metric. At a transfer opportunity, it replicates a packet that locally results in the highest increase in utility.
Consider a routing metric such as minimize average delay of packets, the running example used in this section. The corresponding utility Ui of packet i is the negative of the expected delay to deliver i, i.e., the time i has already spent in the system plus the additional expected delay before i is delivered. Let δUi denote the increase in Ui by replicating i and si denote the size of i. Then, rapid replicates the packet with the highest value of δUi/si among packets in its buffer; in other words, the packet with the highest marginal utility.
In general, Ui is defined as the expected contribution of i to the given routing metric. For example, the metric minimize average delay is measured by summing the delay of packets. Accordingly, the utility of a packet is its expected delay. Thus, rapid is a heuristic based on locally optimizing marginal utility, i.e., the expected increase in utility per unit resource used. rapid replicates packets in decreasing order of their marginal utility at each transfer opportunity.
The marginal utility heuristic has some desirable properties. The marginal utility of replicating a packet to a node is low when (i) the packet has many replicas, or (ii) the node is a poor choice with respect to the routing metric, or (iii) the resources used do not justify the benefit. For example, if nodes meet each other uniformly, then a packet i with 6 replicas has lower marginal utility of replication compared to a packet j with just 2 replicas. On the other hand, if the peer is unlikely to meet j's destination for a long time, then i may take priority over j.
rapid has three core components: a selection algorithm, an inference algorithm, and a control channel. The selection algorithm is used to determine which packets to replicate at a transfer opportunity given their utilities. The inference algorithm is used to estimate the utility of a packet given the routing metric. The control channel propagates the necessary metadata required by the inference algorithm.
The selection algorithm
The rapid protocol executes when two nodes are within radio range and have discovered one another. The protocol is symmetric; without loss of generality, and describes how node X determines which packets to transfer to node Y (refer to the box marked Protocol rapid).
rapid also adapts to storage restrictions for in-transit data. If a node exhausts all available storage, packets with the lowest utility are deleted first as they contribute least to overall performance. However, a source never deletes its own packet unless it receives an acknowledgment for the packet.
Inference algorithm
Next, we describe how Protocol rapid can support specific metrics using an algorithm to infer utilities. Table 2 defines the relevant variables.
Metric 1: Minimizing average delay
To minimize the average delay of packets in the network we define the utility of a packet as
since the packet's expected delay is its contribution to the performance metric. Thus, the protocol attempts to greedily replicate the packet whose replication reduces the delay by the most among all packets in its buffer.
Metric 2: Minimizing missed deadlines
To minimize the number of packets that miss their deadlines, the utility is defined as the the probability that the packet will be delivered within its deadline:
where L(i) is the packet life-time. A packet that has missed its deadline can no longer improve performance and is thus assigned a value of 0. The marginal utility is the improvement in the probability that the packet will be delivered within Algorithm Estimate Delay(X, Q, Z): Node X with a set of packets Q to destination Z estimates the time, A(i), until packet i ∈ Q is delivered to Z as follows:
1. Sort packets in Q in decreasing order of T (i). Let b(i) be the sum of sizes of packets that precede i, and B the expected transfer opportunity in bytes between X and Z (refer Figure 1 ).
2. X by itself requires b(i)/B meetings with Z to deliver i. Compute the random variable MX (i) for the corresponding delay as (4) 3. Let X1, . . . , X k ⊇ X be the set of nodes possessing a replica of i. Estimate remaining time a(i) as
4. Expected delay
its deadline, so the protocol replicates the packet that yields the highest improvement among packets in its buffer.
Metric 3: Minimizing maximum delay
To minimize the maximum delay of packets in the network, we define the utility Ui as
where S denotes the set of all packets in X's buffer. Thus, Ui is the negative expected delay if i is a packet with the maximum expected delay among all packets held by Y . So, replication is useful only for the packet whose delay is maximum. For the routing algorithm to be work conserving, rapid computes utility for the packet whose delay is currently the maximum; i.e., once a packet with maximum delay is evaluated for replication, the utility of the remaining packets is recalculated using Eq. 3.
ESTIMATING DELIVERY DELAY
How does a rapid node estimate expected delay in Eqs. 1 and 3, or the probability of packet delivery within a deadline in Eq. 2? The expected delivery delay is the minimum expected time until any node with the replica of the packet delivers the packet; so a node needs to know which other nodes possess replicas of the packet and when they expect to meet the destination.
To estimate expected delay we assume that the packet is delivered directly to the destination, ignoring the effect of further replication. This estimation is nontrivial even with an accurate global snapshot of system state. For ease of exposition, we first present rapid's estimation algorithm as if we had knowledge of the global system state, and then we present a practical distributed implementation.
Algorithm Estimate_Delay
Algorithm Estimate Delay works as follows. Each node X maintains a separate queue of packets Q destined to each node Z sorted in decreasing order of T (i) or time since creation -the order in which they would be delivered directly (in Step 2 of protocol rapid).
Step 2 in Estimate Delay computes the delay distribution for delivery of the packet by X, as if X were the only node carrying a replica of i.
Step 3 computes the minimum across all replicas of the corresponding delay distributions, as the remaining time a(i) is the time until any one of those nodes meets Z. Estimate Delay makes a simplifying independence assumption that does not hold in general. Consider Figure 2(a) , an example showing the positions of packet replicas in the queues of different nodes; packets with the same letter and different indices are replicas. All packets have a common destination Z and each queue is sorted by T (i). Assume that the size of each transfer opportunity is one packet.
Packet b may be delivered in two ways: (i) if W meets Z; (ii) one of X and Y meets Z and then one of X and Y meet Z again. These delay dependencies can be represented using a dependency graph as illustrated in Fig 2(b) . A vertex corresponds to a packet replica. An edge from one node to another indicates a dependency between the delays of the corresponding packets. Recall that MXY is the random variable that represents the meeting time between X and Y .
Estimate Delay ignores all the non-vertical dependencies. Although, in general, the independence assumption can arbitrarily inflate delay estimates 1 , it makes our implementation (i) simple -computing an accurate estimate is much more complex especially when transfer opportunities are not unit-sized as above -and (ii) distributed -in practice, rapid does not have global view, but Estimate Delay can be implemented using a thin in-band control channel.
Exponential distributions
We walk through the distributed implementation of Estimate Delay for a scenario where the inter-meeting time between nodes is exponentially distributed. Further, suppose all nodes meet according to a uniform exponential distribution with mean time 1/λ. In the absence of bandwidth restrictions, the expected delivery delay when there are k replicas is the mean meeting time divided by k, i.e., P(a(i) < t) = 1 − e −kλt and A(i) =
Let n1(i), n2(i), . . . , n k (i) be the number of times each of the k nodes respectively needs to meet the destination to deliver i directly. Then A(i) is computed as:
When the meeting time distributions between nodes are non-uniform, say with means 1/λ1, 1/λ2 . . . 1/λ k respectively, then A(i) = (
Unknown mobility distributions
To estimate mean inter-node meeting times in the DieselNet testbed, every node tabulates the average time to meet every other node based on past meeting times. Nodes exchange this table as part of metadata exchanges (Step 1 in Protocol rapid). A node combines the metadata into a meeting-time adjacency matrix and the information is updated after each transfer opportunity. The matrix contains the expected time for two nodes to meet directly, calculated as the average of past meetings.
Node X estimates E(MXZ ), the expected time to meet Z, using the meeting-time matrix. E(MXZ ) is estimated as the expected time taken for X to meet Z in at most h hops. (Unlike uniform exponential mobility models, some nodes in the trace never meet directly.) For example, if X meets Z via an intermediary Y , the expected meeting time is the expected time for X to meet Y and then Y to meet Z in 2 hops. In our implementation we restrict h = 3. When two nodes never meet, even via three intermediate nodes, we set the expected inter-meeting time to infinity. Several DTN routing protocols [6, 23, 7] use similar techniques to estimate meeting probability among peers.
Let replicas of packet i destined to Z reside at nodes X1, . . . , X k . Since we do not know the meeting time distributions, we simply assume they are exponentially distributed.
Then from Eq. 7, the expected delay to deliver i is
We use an exponential distribution because bus meeting times in the testbed are very difficult to model. Buses change routes several times in one day, the inter-bus meeting distribution is noisy, and we found them hard to model even using mixture models.Approximating meeting times as exponentially distributed makes delay estimates easy to compute and performs well in practice.
Control channel
Previous studies [19] have shown that as nodes have the benefit of more information about global system state and future from oracles, they can make significantly better routing decisions. We extend this idea to practical DTNs where no oracle is available. To this end, rapid nodes gather knowledge about the global system state by disseminating metadata using a fraction of the transfer opportunity.
rapid uses an in-band control channel to exchange acknowledgments for delivered packets as well as metadata about every packet learnt from past exchanges. For each encountered packet i, rapid maintains a list of nodes that carry the replica of i, and for each replica, an estimated time for direct delivery. Metadata for delivered packets is deleted when an ack is received.
For efficiency, a rapid node maintains the time of last metadata exchange with its peers. The node only sends information about packets whose information changed since the last exchange, which reduces the size of the exchange considerably. A rapid node sends the following information on encountering a peer.
• Average size of past transfer opportunities;
• Expected meeting times with nodes;
• List of packets delivered since last exchange;
• For each of its own packets, the updated delivery delay estimate based on current buffer state; • Information about other packets if modified since last exchange with the peer. When using the control channel, nodes have only an imperfect view of the system. The propagated information may be stale due to change is number of replicas, changes in delivery delays, or if the packet is delivered but acknowledgments have not propagated. Nevertheless, our experiments confirm that (i) this inaccurate information is sufficient for rapid to achieve significant performance gains over existing protocols and (ii) the overhead of metadata itself is minimal.
IMPLEMENTATION ON A VEHICULAR DTN TESTBED
We implemented and deployed rapid on our vehicular DTN testbed, DieselNet [6] (http://prisms.cs.umass.edu/ dome), consisting of 40 buses, of which a subset is on the road each day. The implementation allowed us to meet the following two objectives. First, the routing protocol is a first step towards deploying realistic DTN applications on the testbed. Second, the deployment is subject to some events that are not perfectly modeled in the simulation, including delays caused by computation or the wireless channel.
Each bus in DieselNet carries a small-form desktop computer, 40 GB of storage, and a GPS device. The buses operate a 802.11b radio that scans for other buses 100 times a second and an 802.11b access point (AP) that accepts incoming connections. Once a bus is found, a connection is created to the remote AP. (It is likely that the remote bus then creates a connection to the discovered AP, which our software merges into one connection event.) The connection lasts until the radios are out of range. Burgess et al. [6] describes the DieselNet testbed in more detail.
Deployment
Buses in DieselNet send messages using protocol rapid in Section 3, computing the metadata as described in Section 4.2. We generated packets of size 1 KB periodically on each bus with an exponential inter-arrival time. The destinations of the packets included only buses that were scheduled to be on the road, which avoided creation of many packets that could never be delivered. We did not provide the buses information about the location or route of other buses on the road. We set the default packet generation rate to 4 packets per hour generated by each bus for every other bus on the road; since the number of buses on the road at any time varies, this is the simplest way to express load. For example, when 20 buses are on the road, the default rate is 1,520 packets per hour.
During the experiments, the buses logged packet generation, packet delivery, delivery delay, meta-data size, and the total size of the transfer opportunity. Buses transfered random data after all routing was complete in order to measure the capacity and duration of each transfer opportunity. The logs were periodically uploaded to a central server using open Internet APs found on the road.
Performance of deployed RAPID
We measured the routing performance of rapid on the buses from Feb 6, 2007 until May 14, 2007
2 . The measurements are tabulated in Table 3 . We exclude holidays and weekends since almost no buses were on the road, leaving 58 days of experiments. rapid delivered 88% of packets with an average delivery delay of about 91 minutes. We also note that overhead due to meta-data accounts for less than 0.02% of the total available bandwidth and less than 1.7% of the data transmitted.
Validating trace-driven simulator
In the next section, we evaluate rapid using a trace-driven simulator. The simulator takes as input a schedule of node meetings, the bandwidth available at each meeting, and a routing algorithm. We validated our simulator by comparing simulation results against the 58-days of measurements from the deployment. In the simulator, we generate packets under the same assumptions as the deployment, using the same parameters for exponentially distributed inter-arrival times. Figure 3 shows the average delay characteristics of the real system and the simulator. Delays measured using the simulator were averaged over the 30 runs and the error-bars show a 95% confidence interval. From those results and further analysis, we find with 95% confidence that the simulator results are within 1% of the implementation measurement of average delay. The close correlation between system measurement 2 The traces are available at http://traces.cs.umass.edu. 
EVALUATION
The goal of our evaluations is to show that, unlike existing work, rapid can improve performance for customizable metrics. We evaluate rapid using three metrics: minimize maximum delay, minimize average delay, and minimize missed deadlines. In all cases, we found that rapid significantly outperforms existing protocols and also performs close to optimal for our workloads.
Experimental setup
Our evaluations are based on a custom event-driven simulator, as described in the previous section. The meeting times between buses in these experiments are not known a priori. All values used by rapid, including average meeting times, are learned during the experiment.
We compare rapid to five other routing protocols: MaxProp [6] , Spray and Wait [31] , Prophet [23] , Random, and Optimal. In all experiments, we include the cost of rapid's in-band control channel for exchanging metadata.
MaxProp operates in a storage-and bandwidth-constrained environment, allows packet replication, and leverages delivery notifications to purge old replicas; of recent related work, it is closest to rapid's objectives. Random replicates randomly chosen packets for the duration of the transfer opportunity. Spray and Wait restricts the number of replications of a packets to L, where L is calculated based on the number of nodes in the network. For our simulations, we implemented the binary Spray and Wait and set 3 L = 12. We implemented Prophet with parameters Pinit = 0.75, β = 0.25 and γ = 0.98 (parameters based on values used in [23] ).
We also compare rapid to Optimal, the optimal routing protocol that provides an upper bound on performance. We also perform experiments where mobility is modeled as a power law distribution. Previous studies [9, 22] have suggested that DTNs among people have a skewed, power law inter-meeting time distribution. The default parameters used for all the experiments are tabulated in Table 4 . The parameters for power law mobility model is different from the trace-driven model because the performance between the two models are not comparable.
Each data point is averaged over 10 runs; in the case of trace-driven results, the results are averaged over 58 traces. Each of the 58 days is a separate experiment. In other words, packets that are not delivered by the end of the day are lost. In all experiments, MaxProp, rapid and Spray and Wait performed significantly better than Prophet, and the latter is not shown in the graphs for clarity. In all trace experiments, Prophet performed worse than the three routing protocols for for all loads and all metrics.
Results based on testbed traces
Comparison with existing routing protocols
Our experiments show that rapid consistently outperforms MaxProp, Spray and Wait and Random. We increased the load in the system up to 40 packets per hour per destination, when Random delivers less than 50% of the packets. Figure 4 shows the average delay of delivered packets using the four protocols for varying loads when rapid's routing metric is set to minimize average delay (Eq. 1). When using rapid, the average delay of delivered packets is significantly lower than MaxProp, Spray and Wait and Random. Moreover, rapid also consistently delivers a greater fraction of packets as shown in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows rapid's performance when the routing metric is set to minimize maximum delay (Eq. 3) and similarly Figure 7 shows results when the metric is set to maximize the number of packets delivered within a deadline (Eq. 2).
We note that among MaxProp, Spray and Wait and Random, MaxProp delivers the most number of packets, but Spray and Wait has marginally lower average delay than MaxProp. rapid significantly outperforms the three protocol for all metrics because of its intentional design.
Standard deviation and similar measures of variance are not appropriate for comparing the mean delays as each bus takes a different geographic route. So, we performed a paired t-test [8] to compare the average delay of every using LEMMA 4.3 in [31] with a = 4.
source-destination pair using rapid to the average delay of the same source-destination pair using MaxProp (the second best performing protocol). In our tests, we found p-values always less than 0.0005, indicating the differences between the means reported in these figures are statistically significant.
Metadata exchange
We allow rapid to use as much bandwidth at the start of a transfer opportunity for exchanging metadata as it requires. To see if this approach was wasteful or beneficial, we performed experiments where we limited the total metadata exchanged. Figure 8 shows the average delay performance of rapid when metadata is limited as a percentage of the total bandwidth. The results show that performance increases as the limit is removed and that the best performance results when there is no restriction on metadata at all. The performance of rapid with complete metadata exchange improves by 20% compared to when no metadata is exchanged. The metadata in this experiment is represented as a percentage of available bandwidth.
In the next experiment, we analyze total metadata as a percentage of data. In particular, we increase the load to 75 packets per destination per hour to analyze the trend in terms of bandwidth utilization, delivery rate and metadata. Figure 9 shows this trend as load increases. The bandwidth utilization is about 35% for the load of 75 packets per hour per destination, while delivery rate is only about 65%. This suggests that the performance drops even though the network is under-utilized, and it is because of the bottleneck links in the network. The available bandwidth varies significantly across transfer opportunities in our bus traces [6] .
We also observe that metadata increases to about 4% of data for high loads. This is an order of magnitude higher than the metadata observed as a fraction of bandwidth, again because of the poor channel utilization. The average metadata exchange per contact is proportional to the load and the channel utilization. However, metadata enables efficient routing and helps remove copies of packets that are already delivered, increasing the overall performance of rapid. Moving from 1-KB to 10-KB packets will reduce rapid's metadata overhead by another order of magnitude.
Hybrid DTN with thin continuous connectivity
In this section, we compare the performance of rapid using an instant global control channel for exchanging metadata as opposed to the default (delayed) in-band control channel. Figure 10 shows the average delay of rapid when using an in-band control channel compared to a global channel. We observe that the average delay decreases by up to 20 minutes when using a global channel. Similarly, from Figure 11 we observe that the percentage packets delivered within a deadline increases by an average of 20% using a global channel. This observation suggests that rapid's performance can benefit further by using more control information.
One interpretation of the global channel is the use of rapid as a hybrid DTN where all control traffic goes over a lowbandwidth, long-range radio such as XTEND [4] . A hybrid DTN will use a high-cost, low-bandwidth channel for control whenever available and low-cost high-bandwidth delayed channel for data. In our experiments, we assumed that the global channel is instant. While this may not be feasible in practice, the results give an upper bound on rapid's performance when accurate channel information is available. Number of packets generated in 1 hour per destination Meta information/RAPID data % channel utilization Delivery rate Figure 9 : (Trace) Channel utilization: As load increases, delivery rate decreases to 65% but channel utilization is only about 35%
Comparison with Optimal
We compare rapid to Optimal, which is an upper bound on the performance. To obtain the optimal delay, we formulate the DTN routing problem as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) optimization problem when the meeting times between nodes are precisely know. The optimal solution assumes that the propagation delay of all links are equal and that node meetings are known in advance. We present a formulation of this problem in our technical report [3] . Our evaluations use the CPLEX solver [11] . Because the solver grows in complexity with the number of packets, these simulations are limited to only 6 packets per hour per destination. Jain et al. [19] solve a more general DTN routing problem by allowing packets to be fragmented across links and assigning non-zero propagation delays on the links, however, this limited the size of the network they could evaluate even more. Our ILP objective function minimizes delay of all packets, where the delay of undelivered packets is set to time the packet spent in the system. Accordingly, we add the delay of undelivered packets when presenting the results for rapid and MaxProp. Figure 12 presents the average delay performance of Optimal, rapid, and MaxProp. We observe that for small loads, the performance of rapid using the in-band control channel is within 10% of the optimum performance, while using MaxProp the delays are about 22% from the optimal. rapid using a global channel performs within 6% of optimal.
Evaluation of rapid components
rapid is comprised of several components that all contribute to performance. We ran experiments to study the value added by each component. Our approach is to compare subsets of the full rapid, cumulatively adding components from Random. The components are (i) Random with acks: propagation of delivery acknowledgments; and (ii) rapidlocal: using rapid but nodes exchange metadata about only packets in their own buffers. Figure 13 shows the performance of different components of rapid when the routing metric is set to minimize average delay. From the figure we observe that using acknowledgments alone improves performance by an average of 8%. In our previous work, MaxProp [6] , we show empirically that propagating acknowledgments clears buffers, avoids exchange of already delivered packets and improving performance. In addition, rapid-local provides a further improvement of 10% on average even though metadata exchange is restricted to packets in the node's local buffer. Allowing all metadata to flow further improves the performance by about 11%.
Results from synthetic mobility models
Next, we use a power law mobility model to compare the performance of rapid to MaxProp, Random, and Spray and Wait. When mobility is modeled using power law, two nodes meet with an exponential inter-meeting time, but the mean of the exponential distribution is determined by the popularity of the nodes. For the 20 nodes, we randomly set a popularity value of 1 to 20, with 1 being most popular. The mean of the power law mobility model is set to 0.3 seconds and is skewed for each pair of nodes according to their popularity. Figure 14 shows the maximum delay of packets when the load is varied (i.e., rapid is set to use Eq. 3 as a metric). Figure 15 : (Powerlaw) Constrained buffer size: RAPID delivers about 20% more packets than MaxProp, and 45% more packets than Spray and Wait and Random rapid reduces maximum delay by over 30% compared to the other protocols. For both the traces and the synthetic mobility, the performance of rapid is significantly higher than MaxProp, Spray and Wait, and Random for the maximum delay metric. The reason is MaxProp prioritizes new packets; older, undelivered packets will not see service as load increases. Similarly, Spray and Wait does not give preference to older packets. However, rapid specifically prioritizes older packets to reduce maximum delay. Figure 15 shows how constrained buffers varied from 10 KB to 280 KB affect the delivery deadline metric for a fixed load of 20 packets per node per destination every 50 seconds. rapid is able to best manage limited buffers to deliver packets within a deadline. When storage is restricted, MaxProp deletes packets that are replicated most number of times, while Spray and Wait and Random deletes packets randomly. rapid, when set to maximizing number of packets delivered within a deadline, deletes packets that are most likely to miss the deadline and is able to improve performance significantly.
We observed similar trends for other routing metrics for increasing load and decreasing buffer size and when the node meeting time was modeled as an exponential distribution. Those results are presented in our technical report [3] .
Limitations
The above experiments show that rapid performs well from many viewpoints. However, there are limitations to our approach. The heuristics we use are sub-optimal solutions and although they seek to maximize specific utilities, we can offer no performance guarantees. Our estimations of delay are based on simple, tractable distributions. Finally, we note that our implementation of rapid shows that the protocol can be deployed efficiently and effectively; however, in other DTN scenarios or testbeds, mobility patterns may be more difficult to learn. In future work, we believe a more sophisticated estimation of delay will improve our results, perhaps bringing us closer to guarantees of performance. The release of an implementation of rapid will enable us to enlist others to deploy rapid on their DTNs, diversifying results to other scenarios.
CONCLUSIONS
Previous work in DTN routing protocols has seen only incidental performance improvement from various routing mechanisms and protocol design choices. In contrast, we have proposed a routing protocol for DTNs that intentionally maximizes the performance of a specific routing metric. Our protocol, rapid, treats DTN routing as a resource allocation problem, making use of an in-band control channel to propagated metadata. Although our approach is heuristic, we have proven that the general DTN routing protocol lacks sufficient information in practice to solve optimally. Moreover, we have shown that even when complete knowledge is available, solving the DTN routing problem optimally is NPhard. Our deployment of rapid in a DTN testbed illustrates that our approach is realistic and effective. We have shown through trace-driven simulation using 58 days of testbed measurements that rapid yields significant performance gains over many existing protocols.
APPENDIX
Packets and transfer opportunities are unit-sized and storage is unlimited in all proofs outlined below. Formal proofs are presented in our technical report [3] .
Theorem 1(a). If ALG has complete knowledge of a workload consisting of n packets, but not of the schedule of node meetings, then it is Ω(n)-competitive with an offline adversary with respect to the fraction of packets delivered.
Proof outline. We construct an offline adversary, ADV, that incrementally generates a node meeting schedule based on the actions of the online algorithm ALG at each step. We show how ADV can construct a node meeting schedule such that ADV can deliver all packets while ALG, without prior knowledge of the schedule, can deliver at most 1 packet. Consider the schedule illustrated in Figure 16 where arrows represent meetings between the corresponding nodes. There are a total of 2n meetings -the source S at time T1 meets n intermediate nodes u1, . . . , un that each subsequently meet a unique destination from among v1, . . . , vn at time T2. S must deliver n packets p1, . . . , pn destined respectively to v1, . . . , vn. ALG is effectively forced to guess the permutation corresponding to the latter set of meetings between u1, . . . , un and v1, . . . , vn. The best strategy for ALG is to replicate one packet to all nodes in u1, . . . , un, and this strategy allows it to deliver exactly one packet. ADV on the other hand knows the latter n meetings a priori and can therefore route all n packets to their respective destinations.
Theorem 1(b). If ALG has complete knowledge of the meeting schedule, but not of the packet workload, then it can deliver at most a third of packets compared to an optimal offline adversary.
Proof outline. We construct an offline adversary, ADV, that incrementally generates a packet workload by observing ALG's transfers at each step. Consider the scenario in Figure 17 , which we refer to as the basic gadget. The source S initially has two packets p1, p2 that it must deliver respectively to destinations v1 and v2 via the intermediate nodes v 1 and v 2 . Each solid arrow represents a unit-sized transfer opportunity between the corresponding nodes.
ADV can use this gadget to force ALG to drop two packets by creating two additional packets p 1 and p 2 while ADV itself delivers all four packets as follows. If ALG transfers p1 to v 1 and p2 to v 2 at time T1, then ADV generates two more packets at time T2: p 2 at v 1 destined to v2 and p 1 at v 2 destined to v1. ALG is forced to drop one of the two packets at both v 1 and v 2 . Instead, if ALG chooses to transfer p1 to v 2 and p2 to v 1 , ADV simply chooses the opposite strategy putting ALG in the same predicament.
The basic gadget can be extended by composing two additional basic gadgets to force ALG to deliver at most 2 5 of the packets. We show in the full proof that by constructing a gadget of depth i, ADV can force ALG to deliver at most a i/(3i − 1) fraction of packets.
It is an open question whether there exists a constantcompetitive online algorithm that knows the complete node meeting schedule but not the packet workload. The proofs above suggest, but do not prove, that not knowing the schedule is more damning than not knowing the workload.
Proof outline. We show that the DTN routing problem given complete knowledge (of both the node meeting schedule and packet workload) is NP-hard by reducing the edge-disjoint paths (EDP) problem to the DTN routing problem.
The EDP problem for a DAG is known to be NP-hard [10] . The EDP problem is: given a DAG G = (V, E) and sourcedestination pairs {(r1, d1)...(rs, ds)}, compute the largest subset of the source-destination pairs with edge-disjoint paths between them. The decision version of the EDP problem is: is there a subset of k source-destination pairs with edgedisjoint paths between them? We reduce this problem to the decision version of the DTN routing problem.
To reduce the EDP problem, G = (V, E), to the DTN routing problem (refer Section 3.1), we topologically sort the DAG G in polynomial time and label the edges of the DAG such that the labels strictly increase along the edges. The label function l maps every edge to a natural number. We map the vertices V to the nodes in the DTN network. We map each edge e = (u, v) to the transfer opportunity (u, v, 1, l(e)). I.e., nodes u and v have a unit-sized transfer opportunity at time l(e). We map the source destination pairs (ri, di) to a packet pi from source ri to destination di, with unit size and created at time 0. Since the transfer opportunities are unit-sized, at most one packet can be transfered using each opportunity. The solution to the DTN routing problem transfers pi from ui to vi using a series of opportunities; the path formed by the transfers is a valid edge-disjoint path between the corresponding source-destination pairs ri and di in the DAG G of the EDP problem. Using this mapping, we reduce EDP to the DTN routing problem.
The reduction above is a true reduction in the following sense: each successfully delivered DTN packet corresponds to an edge-disjoint path and vice-versa. Thus, the optimal solution for one exactly corresponds to an optimal solution for the other. We can show formally that this reduction is an L-reduction [27] . Consequently, the lower bound Ω(n 1/2− ) known for the hardness of approximating the EDP problem [16] holds for the DTN routing problem as well.
